
Thermal Receipt Printer TM-T88V, black, USB+serial, Power supply
The compact printer Epson TM-T88V is characterized by high print quality at 300mm/sec. With the Paper Reduction feature, you reduce your
operating costs, it is suitable for busy operations requiring large volumes of continuous printing.

The TM-T88V is a true breakthrough in the development of POS
receipt printers, and the results are better for your budget and
the environment. This is most clearly demonstrated with the
paper reduction function. which cuts down on waste and cost.
Green credentials are further proved by this being the first
thermal receipt printer to be Energy Star qualified.

 
Actual print speed is an impressive and efficient 300mm per second while multiple grey scale printing enables better representation of logos and
graphic images. The TM-T88V works on several platforms, so it's simple to integrate into your network and it also comes with in-built USB IF which
means easy migration to USB in the future.
 
This product meets the strict ENERGY STAR® guidelines set by the European Commission. Epson is a global manufacturer committed to protecting
the environment for future generations by offering a range of ENERGY STAR® products. This is achieved by significantly reducing electricity usage,
which saves energy, money and the environment, without compromising quality.   Key Features:
 

High-speed printing of up to 300 mm/sec. Same speed for internal graphics
Multi greyscale printing for high quality logo printing
Automatic paper reduction function saves money
 Resolution 180dpi
Supports 80mm / 58mm paper rolls
Supports text printing (including Euro Symbol), prints advanced graphics or barcodes
Long life of the printing mechanism - up to 20 million lines
Long print head life - 150 km of print or 150 million of pulses
Cutter life of up to 2 mil. cuts
Average time between 70 million lines or 360 thousand hours
Outstanding reliability - 4 years warranty included

 
 

https://www.epson.cz/cs_CZ/


 
 

     



Technical Description

Functionality & Operation

Communication interface USB, RS232

Print speed 300mm/sec (12 ips)

Print resolution 180dpi

Print mode direct thermal

Fonts ANK

Electrical

Power Source 24 VDC

Mechanical

Color black

Dimensions Width: 148mm, Height: 145mm Length: 195mm

Weight 1.6kg

Consumables

Media type paper and thermal-paper labels, roll of thermal paper

Environment

Operating temperature 5 to 45°C

Storage temperature -10 to 50°C

Operating humidity (non-condensing) 10 to 90%
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